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Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to find and discuss the involutorial trans-

formations belonging to the special complex of lines which meet a rational

curve r of order m, and having a pencil of invariant surfaces | Fn\ which con-

tain the curve as an (« — 2)-fold basis element. If w = 2 the curve rm is not a

basis curve. A pencil of quadrics and any rational curve always lead to a re-

sult contained among those found by Montesano.f The remaining admissible

cases are as follows :

I. The pencils of surfaces of order n, n ^ 3, which contain a straight line as

an (« —2)-fold basis element. If m = 3, in any plane containing the line there

is a plane Cremona involution of order seven having for fundamental points

four triple points which are not on the line and three double points which

are on the line. The space involution is obtained by revolving the plane

about the line. This case has already been treated.%

II. A pencil of cubic surfaces which contain simply (a) a conic, (b) a ra-

tional cubic, (c) a rational space quartic, (d) a rational space quintic.

III. A pencil of quartic surfaces which contain doubly (a) a conic, (b) a

space cubic.

A pencil of cubic surfaces cannot contain as basis curve a rational curve

of higher order than five, because it would necessarily contain all the quadri-

secants. A pencil of quartic surfaces cannot contain doubly a basis curve of

higher order than three, because it would necessarily contain all the trise-

cants. Similarly, pencils of surfaces of degree greater than four are inad-

missible since they would necessarily contain all the bisecants.

In this paper we shall discuss the transformations defined in II and III.

We shall, however, confine ourselves to the case where the residual intersec-

tion of any two surfaces of the pencil is not composite, except in 11(d) and

111(b) where the residual is necessarily composite.

* Presented to the Society, September 2, 1932; received by the editors May 15, 1932.

t Montesano, 5« una classe di transformation! razionali ed involutorie dello spazio de genere arbi-

trario ne di grado 2n+l, Giornale di Mathematiche, vol. 31 (1892), pp. 36-50.

î Miss E. T. Carroll, Systems of involutorial birational transformations contained multiply in spe-

cial linear complexes, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 54 (1932).
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It can be shown that 111(a) can be transformed into 11(a) by means of a

quadratic involution.

The transformation 111(b) is the most interesting of all the cases treated

because it has a new kind of singularity. The other transformations have a

finite number of parasitic lines, but the transformation 111(b) has an infinite

number of parasitic lines lying on a ruled surface in addition to ordinary

parasitic lines.

Given a rational space curve rm defined by a homogeneous parameter

(X, p) and a pencil of surfaces | F„\ :rmn_2. If we make the points of the curve

and the surfaces of the pencil projective, then any point P(y) in space will

uniquely determine a surface P„ of the pencil, a point 0(z) on rm, and a line

PO of the complex of lines which meet rm. The line PO will cut P„ in P, On~2

and a third point P'(x). We define P'(x) as the image of P(y). Conversely, if

we choose P' as the initial point we determine the same surface P„, point O,

and line of the complex. Hence P is the image of P'. The transformation is

then involutorial and on a general line of the complex is one pair of points

P, P' in involution.

Let the pencil of surfaces | Fn | : rmn ~2 be

(1) pF(xi, x2, x3, xt) — \F'(xx, xt, x3, x,) = pF(x) — \F'(x) = 0.

Call the residual base curve of the pencil y. Since rm is rational the coordi-

nates of any point 0(z) are

(2) xí = Zi(\, M) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4)

where z <(X, p) is homogeneous and of degree m in (X, p). Any point on the line

joining P(y) to 0(z) has coordinates

(3) xt = pyt + o-Zi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4).

The value of p/a for P'(x) is given by

(4) pF(py + o-z) - \F'(py + <jz) = 0.

Since P is on (1) and 0 is on (2) we find

p[pF(z, y) - \F'(z, y)] + o-[pF(y, z) - \F'(y, z)] = 0

where F(z, y), F'(z, y) axe the first polars of F(y), F'(y) with respect to (z),

and F(y, z), F'(y, z) are the first polars of F(z), F'(z) with respect to (y).

Hence p/a— —R/M, where

R = pF(y, z) - \F'(y, z),

M = pF(z,y) -\F'(z,y).
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The involutorial transformation is therefore expressed by

(5) Xi = y:R-ZiM (i = 1,2, 3,4)

where X/M = F(y)/F'(y).

If M(y) =0, P and P' coincide, hence M = 0 is the equation of the surface

of invariant points.

At any point O of r„, each tangent plane of the associated surface Fn inter-

sects F„ in a curve Cn:0"~x. The whole C„ is transformed into the point 0.

Conversely, the image of O is C„. As the point O describes rm the C„ generates

the surface 7? = 0.

With point O on rm as vertex draw the cone K of bisecants of rm. On each

generator of K lies one point P', the image of 0. Then the Fn associated with

O and K intersect in rm and a residual curve C which is the part of the image

of rm lying on K and F„. Since rm is rational, the equation of K is homogeneous

and of degree (w — l)(?w — 2) in (X, ju) and of degree im —I) in (#). The image

of rm lying on the bisecants of r„, is a surface /?' = 0 and is obtained by elimin-

ating the parameters (X, p) between K and F„. Thus the total image of rm

is R+R'.

On each generator of the rational cone with vertex F on 7 and standing on

rm is one point P', the image of P. The locus of P' is a curve C". As P traces

7 the curve C" generates a surface T which is the total image of 7. Since any

surface of the pencil (1) is invariant then the image of F„ must contain F„

and the images of rm and 7. Then the equation of T is obtained by finding

the image of F„ :
Fn ~ FnRRT.

We shall consider 11(c) in detail.

Case 11(c)

1. Equations of the transformation. We have a pencil of cubic surfaces

|F3| :rt. The residual base curve y¿ is of order five, genus one, and inter-

sects rt in ten points. From (5) the equations of the transformation are

(6) 729:  Xi = yiRn - z¡Mn (i = 1, 2, 3, 4)

where
F28= F'iy)F(y,z) -Fiy)F'iy,z),

M„ = F'iy)Fiz,y) - Fiy)F'iz,y).

MX7 = 0 is the equation of the surface of invariant points.

2. Images of the fundamental elements. The image of 0(z) on r4 lying in

the tangent plane of FO, the surface of the pencil associated with O, is a curve

Ca'O2. As O describes r4 the Ca'.O2 generates the surface R2g. In the direction
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of the two tangents of C3:02 at O the point O is invariant. Hence two sheets

of P28 and Af n have this plane for a common tangent plane. Thus two sheets

of P28 touch two sheets of Mxi along r4. However, the point O for these two

sheets is a binode and counts for six in the intersection of R2S and Mxi-

Let L be an arbitrary point on r4.

The point O has image P' on OP, the residual point of intersection of OL

and Fl- As L describes rt, OL generates a cubic cone K3, with one point P'

on each generator. The locus of P' is then a curve of order 3+the number of

times OL is tangent to Fl at 0. Given L, the tangent plane at O meets rt in

two points Kx, K2; given K, there is a unique point P. This (1, 2) correspon-

dence on rt has three coincidences, and the locus of P' is C6:O3,p = 0. As O de-

scribes r4 the Ce generates a surface R2{ =0.

The equation of P21' may be obtained by eliminating the parameter be-

tween the cone K3(\, p, x) =0 and F3 =pF(x) —\F'(x) =0.

Each point P' of C6 is perspective from 0, hence O is invariant in the three

directions of the tangents to C6 at 0. Thus three sheets of R2( are tangent

respectively to three sheets of Mxi along r4.

The tangent line to r4 at O lies on K3 and also in the tangent plane to F0.

Hence C3:02 and C6:03 intersect in one point. As O describes rt this point

generates a curve 5n which lies on both RM and R2{.

The image of any point P on y¡, is a curve Co which lies on the quartic

cone Ki with vertex P standing on u, cuts each generator in one point, and has

five branches passing through P. Thus P~C9:P~0. As P traces y6 the Co

generates a surface r36 whose equation may be found by finding the image of

any F3 of the pencil :

F3 ~ F3R2iR2¡'r35.

The point P is invariant in the directions of the five tangents of Co at P-

Hence five sheets of r35 are tangent respectively to five sheets of Mxi along yb-

3. Determination of the parasitic lines. On any F3 lie twenty-seven lines.

Whenever one of these lines passes through the associated point O on r4 it is

parasitic. It is desired to know at how many points O on rt a Une on F0 passes

through 0. To do this we map the cubic surface on. the plane by means of

cubic curves through six basis points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. In this plane a conic

C2:l 2~rt on F3 and a curve of order seven C7:l22233435363~76 on F3.

[C2, Ci] = 10 points. Therefore [riy 75] = 10 points, as already indicated.

Consider any line / on any F3 of the pencil. This line meets any other

surface F3 of the pencil in three points, and since F3, F3 intersect in r4, 75,

only these three points must be on r4, yh. Hence the lines I may be classified

as follows :
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A. Lines which meet rt three times, do not meet yb.

B. Lines meeting r4 twice, meeting 75 once.

C. Lines meeting r4 once, meeting 75 twice.

D. Lines which do not meet r4, meet 75 three times.

We find

2 conies, conies containing 1, or 2, and 3, 4, 5, 6, meet C2 in three points,

do not meet C7.

Hence there are two lines A on F3.

4 conies, conies containing 1, 2, and three of 3, 4, 5, 6, meet C2 twice, meet

C7 once.

6 lines, joins of 3, 4, 5, 6 by pairs, meet C2 twice, meet C7 once.

Hence there are 4+6 = 10 lines B on F3.

2 lines, images of 1, 2, meet C, once, meet C7 twice.

8 lines, joins of 1, or 2, to 3, or 4, or 5, or 6, meet C2 once, meet C7 twice.

Hence there are 2+8 = 10 lines C on Fa.

1 line, join of 1, 2, does not meet C2, meets C7 three times.

4 lines, images of 3, 4, 5, 6, do not meet C2, meet C7 three times.

Hence there are 1 +4 = 5 lines D on F3.

In all there are 2 + 10+10+5 = 27 lines on F3.

The lines D do not enter the problem since they do not meet r4.

Given point O on rt. There are two lines A on F0. Each line meets r4 three

times, hence there are six points K. Conversely, given a point K, there is one

line A, the trisecant of rt through K. This line will determine one surface of

the pencil, hence one point 0. Then there is a (1, 6) correspondence between

the points O and K. Since r4 is rational there are 1+6 = 7 coincidences. Hence

there are seven parasitic lines which are trisecants of r4 but do not meet 75.

These lines are simple on i?28, Mx7; double on i?,' ; do not lie on r36.

Given point O on r4 there are ten lines B. Each line meets r4 twice, hence

twenty points K. Conversely, given a point K there are five points O. To

show this we construct the two cones with common vertex K, K3 standing on

r4 and Kb standing on 75. These cones intersect in fifteen lines of which ten

are lines joining K to the ten points common to r4, y6, hence only five lines

B. Each line will determine one point 0. There is a (5, 20) correspondence be-

tween the points O and K, hence 5 + 20 = 25 coincidences. There are twenty-

five parasitic lines which meet rt twice and meet y6 once. These lines are

simple on i?28, Af i7, R2X , and r35.

Given a point O there are ten lines C. Each line meets rt once, hence ten

points K. Conversely, given a point K, there are five lines C, the lines joining

K to the five apparent double points of r6. Hence there is a (5,10) correspond-
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ence between the points O and K, and 5 + 10 = 15 coincidences. There are

fifteen parasitic lines which meet r4 once and meet 75 twice. These lines are

simple on RM, Mxi; double on r35; do not lie on P21'.

In all there are forty-seven parasitic lines distributed as follows: All are

simple on R2i and Mxi; seven are double on P21', do not lie on r36; fifteen do

not lie on P2i', are double on r35; the remaining twenty-five are simple on

both P21' and F36.

4. Table of images. We have the following table :

A general plane axi+bx2+cx3+dXi~S2<>. Since S29 is linear in R2i and Mxi,

the forty-seven parasitic lines are all simple on S29. At each point O of r4

three sheets of S29 have for common tangent plane the tangent plane of P0.

Si~529:r9+'V47£,
4 5

where the t in the multiplicity of r4 means only that the multiplicity is due to

contact.

/-4~P28:r9+2y47g + R^r^y^Sglg2;
4 a 4 5

y.-T^.r^y^SglSg2;
4 5

Mi7:r5+2,7547g.

The Jacobian is
im - P2 R' r36.

28    21

Case 11(a)

5. Equations of the transformation. Let r2 he defined as the intersection

of the quadric surface H2(x) =0 and the plane 7r. The pencil (1) is \F3\ :r%.

The residual base curve is 77, genus five, meets r2 in six points, and meets 7r

in a seventh point Q not on r2. From (5) the equations of the transformation

are

(8) J„: xt = yiRxs + ZiMn (i = 1, 2, 3, 4),

where

Pie - F'(y)F(y, z) - F(y)F'(y, z),

Mxi = F'(y)F(z, y) - F(y)F'(z, y).

Mu=0 is the equation of the surface of invariant points.

6. Images of the fundamental elements. The image of 0(z) lying in the

tangent plane of F0 is a curve C3:02 which generates the surface Ru as O
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describes r2. The point O is invariant in the directions of the two tangents to

C3 at 0, hence two sheets of RX6 and Mxx have a common tangent plane at all

points of r2.

The plane w intersects the pencil | F31 in r2 and a pencil of lines | á | whose

vertex is Q, and which is projective with the points of r2. Let L be an arbitrary

point on r2. The point O has image P' on OL, the intersection of OL and a"/,,

the line of \d\ associated with L. As L describes r2, P' generates a conic

C2:OQOx0203 where 0< ii = l, 2, 3) are the points where dL passes through L.

As 0 describes r2, C, generates the plane tt. Thus the total image of r2 is

2c16 + 7T.

The tangent to r2 at O is a line OL, L = 0, and lies in the tangent plane of

Fo at 0. Thus C3:02 and C2:OQOx0203 intersect in one point P'. This point

is the point of intersection of the tangent of r, at O and d0. As O describes r2

the point P' generates a curve 53 which has a node at Q and touches r2 at the

three points Ox, 02, 03. This is Lehmer's nodal cubic,* and lies on Ru and w.

The image of a point P on 77 is a C6:P3. As P describes 77, C6 generates a

surface r31, whose equation is found from the image of any F3. F3~F3RxíttT3x.

Since P is invariant in three directions, three sheets of r3i are respectively

tangent to three sheets of Mxx along 77.

Any plane passing through Q will intersect y7 in six other points which lie

on a conic, f

7. Determination of the parasitic lines. We recall that all lines must meet

the basis curves r2) y7 in three points. In the plane C2:1 2 3 4~r2 on F3 and

C7:l22232425363~77 on Ft, hence [C,, C7] =8 points and C7 is of genus five.

Now we find that there are three parasitic lines which meet r2 twice and

meet 77 once. These are the lines joining Q respectively to Ox, 02, 03. They

are simple on Ru, tt, Mxx, and TjX. There are twenty-six parasitic lines which

meet r, once and meet 77 twice. These lines are simple on RXi, Mxx; double on

r3i; do not lie on tt.

8. Table of images. We have the following table:

Si~.Si7:r6+317629g;
i      7

r2~Fi6:^2V729g + 7r:r23g;

77~r3i:r28+717^26£2;

Mxx\r3+2t^29g.

The Jacobian is Joi = RXo"TfV3X.

* D. N. Lehmer, Constructive theory of the unicursal cubic by synthetic methods, these Transactions,

vol. 3 (1902), pp. 372-376.
f R. Sturm, Synthetische Untersuchungen über Flächen dritter Ordnung, Leipzig, 1867, p. 229.
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Case 11(b)

9. Equations of the transformation. Let r3 be a space cubic curve. The

pencil (1) is now | P3| :r3. The residual base curve is y6, p = 3, and intersects

r3 in eight points. From (5) the equations of the transformation are

(10) /23: -Xi = yiR22 - ZiMu (i = I, 2, 3, 4),

where

Rn = F'(y)F(y,z) - F(y)F'(y, z),

(H)
Mu = F'iy)Fiz, y) - F(y)F'(i, y).

Mu = 0 is the equation of the surface of invariant points.

The image of r3 lying in the tangent planes of F0 is P22. Again '.wo sheets

of P22 and Mu are tangent along r3.

The image of a point O on r3 which lies on the bisecants of r3 is a d:02.

As O describes r3 the C4 generates a surface R¡ =0. Two sheets of R{ are

respectively tangent to two sheets of Mu along r3.

The locus of the point common to C3:02 and d:02 is a curve h lying on

P22 and Ri.

The image of a point P on ys is a C7 : P4. As P traces y6 the C7 generates a

surface r36. Four sheets of r36 are respectively tangent to four sheets of

Mu along 76.

10. Determination of the parasitic lines. In the plane C2:l 2 3~r3 on P3

and Ci: 122232435363 ip = 3)~76 on F3. Hence [C2, C7] =8 points.

We find that there are thirty-eight parasitic lines distributed as follows :

All are simple on R22 and Mu; sixteen are simple on both P8' and r36; twenty-

two do not lie on R3 , axe double on r36.

11. Table of images. We have the following table:

Si~S23:rl+3'y'38g;
3 6

r3 ~ P22:r7+2V38g + R':r3+Uyn6g;
3 6 8      3 6

76-r36:r»+6yi16g22g2;
3 6

M14:r4+2,7438g.
3 6

The Jacobian is P8s = R222 Rs T36.
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Case Il(b')

12. If r3 is a rational plane cubic then the plane 7r of r3 factors out of the

transformation and (10) reduces to

(12) /„: Xi = yiR2i - ZiMi3 (i = 1, 2, 3, 4)

where P2i, Mi3 axe given by (11) after factoring out 7r. Mi3 = 0 is the equation

of the surface of invariant points. P21 = 0 is the total image of r3. The image of

76 is a surface T42. There are only thirty-three parasitic lines and they are all

simple on R2i, Mi3 ; and double on r42.

Si~S22:r*+3'yl33g;
3 6

r3~P2i:r*+2V33g;
3 6

76~r42:r12+6,71333g2;
3 6

Mi3:r3+2tyi33g.
3 6

The Jacobian is Psi^F^i2 r42.

Case 11(d)

13. Equations of the transformation. The pencil (1) becomes |F3| :r5. The

curve r5 has one quadrisecant /, hence this line lies on every surface of the

pencil. The residual base curve is a space cubic y3 which meets r6 in eight

points, but does not meet /. From (5) the equations of the transformation are

(13) I33: xt = y{R3i - ZiM2o ii = 1, 2, 3, 4),

where

P36 = F'(y)F(y, z) - F(y)F'(y, z),

M2o = F'(y)F(z,y) - F(y)F'(z, y).

Again M20 = 0 is the equation of the surface of invariant points.

14. Images of fundamental elements. The image of a point O on r6 lying

in the tangent plane of F0 at O is a C3:02. As O describes rb the C3 generates

the surface P34. Two sheets of R3i and two sheets of M20 have a common

tangent plane along r5.

The image of a point O lying on the bisecants of rb is a Cs'-OK As O de-

scribes r6 the C8 generates a surface P40'. Four sheets of P40' are respectively

tangent to four sheets of Af20 along r5. The total image of r& is P34+P40'.

The tangent line to r6 at O cuts C3:02 and Cs:Oi in a common point. As

O describes r6 this point generates a curve ôi6 which lies on both R3i and P40'.

The image of a point Q on lis a Ci : Q2. As Q describes /, the C7 generates a
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surface Lt. Two sheets of Z,4 are tangent respectively to two sheets of M20

along I. The equation of ¿4 is found as follows: The plane through / and 0

intersects Fo in I and a residual conic C2 which is the part of the image of I

which lies on F0. We obtain the equation of Z,4 by eliminating the parameter

(X, p) between the equations of the plane and F0.

The image of a point P on y3 is a curve CXX:P6. As P describes 73 the Cxx

generates a surface r24. Six sheets of T24 are tangent respectively to six sheets

of M20 along y3. The equation of r24 is found from the image of any F3. Thus:

F3~F3.F34i?4o Li r24.

15. Determination of the parasitic lines. In the plane a conic C2:l~rs

ip = 0) on F3; a conic C{ :2 3 4 5 6~Z on F3; a quintic C6:l22232425262~73

ip = 0) on Ft. Hence [C2, C2']=4 points, [C2, Ct] =8 points, [C4, C6]=0

points.

In the present problem seven types of lines enter:

A. Lines which meet r6 three times, do not meet / or y3.

B. Lines which meet r¡ twice, do not meet I, meet 73 once.

C. Lines which meet r6 twice, meet / once, do not meet 73.

D. Lines which meet r¡, once, do not meet /, meet 73 twice.

E. Lines which meet r5 once, meet / once, meet 73 once.

F. Lines which do not meet r5, meet I once, meet 73 twice.

G. The line I itself which meets rB four times, does not meet 73.

There are no lines C, and lines F do not enter the problem. From the map,

and then the number of coincidences on r6 we find the following : There are

eighteen parasitic lines of type A, twenty-four of type B, two of type D,

eight of type E.

The map fails to give the number of times / is counted as a parasitic line.

We shall determine this in another manner. Denote by Q, (i = l, 2, 3, 4)

the four points common to I and r5- Now I lies in the tangent plane of F Q at

Qi, hence is parasitic. But I appears as a parasitic line at each of the four

points Qi independently of the other three. Hence / counts as a parasitic line

four times. We shall think of it as four parasitic lines. These lines are simple

on R3i and M20; triple on Rió ; do not lie on L4 or T,4.

Thus there are fifty-six parasitic lines distributed as follows : All are simple

on R3i, M20; eighteen are double on Rtó, do not lie on Z4, r24; twenty-four are

simple on Ri0', T2i, but do not lie on Z4; two are double on T24 but do not lie

on Li, Rió ; eight are simple on Z4, T24 but do not lie on Rió ; four are triple on

Rió but do not lie on L4, T2i.
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16. Table of images. We have the following table:

Si^Su:r11+9'yuln56g;
5 3

r6 ~ P34:ru+2i7u;u56g + R' :r13+3V2¿I224gl8g24g3;

73~r24:r7+3yr24g8g2g2;
5 3

¿~P4:7-1+lí7¿28g;
5 3

M20:ri+2'yn656g.
5 3

The Jacobian is Im = R3i2 P40' P4 Tu.

Case 111(a)

17. The pencil (1) is now |P4| :r22. The residual base curve is a 78 which

intersects r2 in eight points. If we transform |P4| by a quadratic involution

whose fundamental elements are the conic r2 and a point on 78, it transforms

into | P3| :r2, or Case 11(a).

Case 111(b)

18. Equations of the transformation. Given the equations of the space

cubic curve r3 as

(15) xx/x2 = x2/x3 = #3/3:4 = X/m,

and let

(16) Fix) = 0,        F'(x) = 0

be two quartic surfaces which contain r3 as a double basis curve. They inter-

sect in r3 and a residual composite quartic curve which consists of four

straight lines U, each of which is a bisecant of r3. Then

IF4 I'.rHxhhh-'       '    3

A surface of the pencil pF(x) —\F'(x) through the point P(y) determines

\/p = F(y)/F'(y). The coordinates of a point on the line joining F(y) to

0(z)=-(F3, F2F', FF'2, F'3) axe given by

(17) Xi = Pyi + czi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4).

The residual point of intersection of PO with Ft(x) after making reductions

is given by

(18) PAx(z, y) + 0-A2U, y) = 0

where At(z, y) is the ith polar of Ft(y) with respect to (z).
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Ai(z, y) and A,(z, y) are homogeneous and respectively of degree nineteen

and thirty in (y). However, Ai and A2 have a common factor Rió which is of

the tenth degree in (y). Hence

Aiiy) =- M9iy)R'ioiy), A,(y) - R20iy)R'Jy).

The equations of the transformation are now

(19) /«: Xi = y,F,o - ZiMt (» = 1, 2, 3, 4).

If 9 = 0 is the equation of the surface of invariant points.

We shall find that although i?i0' factors out of the transformation it still

plays the most important rôle of any surface in the transformation.

19. Images of the fundamental elements. Given any point P on l(. Any

point O on r3 will determine an associated F4 and the line OP will cut F4 in O2,

P, and a third point P' which is the image of P. As O generates r3 the point P'

generates a curve C6 which lies on the cubic cone K3 standing on r3 with vertex

P, cuts each generator in one point P', and has two branches passing through

P. Then P~C6:P2. As P describes U the C¡:P2 generates a surface of order

five which is the total image of U.

We shall determine the equation of this surface in an alternate manner.

Suppose U is the intersection of two planes u,ix) =0, v^x) =0. The pencil of

planes

(20) puiix) - \Viix) *= 0

is projective with the pencil | F4(#) |. Any point O on r3 will determine a sur-

face Fiix) and a plane of (20) passing through O. The plane will cut Ftix) in

li and a cubic curve C3 which is the part of the image of l, lying on this F^x).

Thus the whole image of li can be obtained by eliminating the parameter

(X, p) between the pencils (20) and | F^x) |. Thus

(21) L&,i =• F(x)ví(x) - F'ix)Uiix) = 0.

There are four such surfaces jL6,¿.

The two tangent planes to the associated F4 at O on r3 cut the F4 in two

quartic curves, each having a triple point at O, 2C4:03. As O traces r3 the

2C4:03 generate the surface A2(z, y).

Any Fiix):r32 is ruled and through each point on r3 pass two generators

g, g' of F4. One generator lies in each of the tangent planes of F4 at O. Thus

both the quartic curves are composite and consist of a cubic and a generator

oiFi,

2d =- C3g + C'/.

The two cubic curves generate the surface R20, while the two generators, g, g',

generate the surface i?io .
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20. The surface Pi0' = 0. The cone K2 standing on r3 with vertex at a point

O on r3 and the P4 associated with O intersect in r3 and two lines, the two

generators g, g' of P4 passing through 0. The locus of g, g' is Pio'.

From (15) we find three independent quadrics passing through r3 to be

(22) Hi(x) = Xix3 — x2 = 0, H2(x) = x2xi — x2 = 0, H3(x) = xxxt — x2x3 = 0,

and the equation of K2, vertex 0(X, p), is

(23) p2H\(x) + \2H2(x) - \pH3(x) = 0,

hence

(24) P'io= F'2(x)Hx(x) + F2(x)H2(x) - F(x)F'(x)H3(x) = 0.

The generators g, g' are parasitic lines. Then through each point of r3

pass two parasitic lines whose locus is Pio' =0, a ruled surface. It has five

sheets passing through r3. The two sheets of Pio' determined by the two gen-

erators g, g' of the P4 associated with the point we shall call the "at" sheets.

Now g and g' are bisecants of r3 hence intersect r3 in two other points Ox, 02.

At Ox the associated P4 has two generators gx, g{ which determine the "at"

sheets of P10' through Ox. The line g is a generator of Pio' but does not lie on

the Ft associated with CV Its associated point is O. We shall think of it as

coming from point O. Through Oi pass three such lines g whose origin is at

some other point. The three sheets of Pio' determined by these generators

we shall call the "'from" sheets.

21. Determination of the parasitic lines. In general neither g nor g' lies

on any of the other surfaces of the transformation. We wish to find which of

these lines do lie on other surfaces, and any other parasitic lines which may

arise.

There are four points on r3 at which the g and g' of the associated P4

coincide and thus are contact generators of Pio', and also lie on S2U P2o and

Ms.

At three points of r3 the associated P4 is composite, consisting of two quad-

ric surfaces each of which contains r3. Two generators of each quadric pass

through the point. Hence there are four parasitic lines which pass through

each of the three points. Two are generators of Pio' but the other two are not,

as they are not bisecants of r3. All of the generators of rió are bisecants of

r3, hence there are six parasitic lines which do not lie on Pio'. They are dis-

tributed as follows: All are simple on S21, P20, M9; three lie on each of the

surfaces P5,;, such that just one is common to L0,,-, P5,¡ (i^j).

22. Table of images. A general plane Si~S2i having nine sheets passing

through r3 such that each of the tangent planes of the associated P4 is the
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common tangent plane of three sheets at all points of r3. The three remaining

sheets are tangent to the three "from" sheets of Rio'. The image of r3 for the

latter contact is Rio'. There are five sheets passing through each U. Six para-

sitic lines are simple and four double on S2i.

Si ~ S2i:r9+3'+3,+3''4Z56g4?2.
3 i

The surface R20 has nine sheets passing through r3 such that each of the

tangent planes of the associated F4 is the common tangent plane of two sheets

at all points of rs. Three other sheets are tangent to the three "from" sheets

of Rió. There are five sheets passing through each /¿. All ten parasitic lines

are simple on R20.

F20:r9+2'+2i+31'4Z66?4?.
3 i

The surface of invariant points M 9 has four sheets passing through r3 such

that each tangent plane of the associated F4 is the common tangent plane of

two sheets at all points of r3. There are two sheets passing through each U.

Six parasitic lines are simple and four double on M9.

Ms>:r4+2t+2t4:l26g'lg2.

Any surface Z,5,t has two sheets passing through r3 such that the tangent

planes of these sheets are the tangent planes of the associated F4 at all points

of r3. There are two sheets passing through U. These two sheets are tangent

to the two sheets of M<¡ through /¡. These are the sheets determined by the

two tangents of C6 : P2 at P. There is just one sheet passing through each of

the three remaining lines /,-. There are three simple parasitic Unes lying on

L&,i distributed respectively on the three Z,6,,-.

Lb,ï.r2+u+ul2Mj2>g.

The tangent planes of the two "at" sheets of Rio' are the tangent planes

of the associated F4 at all points of r3. The three "from" sheets are tangent

to three sheets of S2X and R20 at all points of r3. There are two sheets passing

through each U. Four parasitic lines are double on Rxo'.

Collecting,

R' :r^-u+u4lHg2
10      3 i   6

S ~5   :r9+31+3<+3<'4/66„4„2.1 21      3 i   "   b   '

r ~ R  :r9+2'+2,+3''4/:66f?4p + R' :r6+1,+1,4¿24g2;
3 20     3 »   °   ° 10      3 t   °
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I ~P    :r2+lt+1'l23l3g;
i 6,i     3 i     i   b'

M ~ M :ri+1'+lt4l26g4g2;
9 9      3 >   °   °

5   ~ (R R')»R3R' 4L2 S ;
21 20    10 20    10       6,í    1

R   ~(P R'YR2R' 4L*  ;
20 20    10 20    10       5,1

M ~ (P P' )4P 4P2 Af ;
9 20     10 20       5,t      9

L    ~ (P R' )2R L2 3L    ;
S.i 20    10 20    5,i       5,j

P' ~ (P P' )SP 4P2  .
10 20     10 20       5,t

The Jacobian is /80="P2o Pio Ps.i Pi,2 p5,3 Ps.4-

23. Generalization. In the preceding cases there has always been a (1, 1)

correspondence between the points of rm and the surfaces of \Fn\. Let us

assume the correspondence is (1, k). The case where rm is a straight line has

been treated by Miss E. T. Carroll (loc. cit.). Then a general point P(y) will

determine just one point 0(z) hence one point P'(x), but given 0(z) there are

k associated surfaces F„. A general line of the complex through O will cut each

surface in a pair of points P, P'. Hence on each line of the complex are k

pairs of points in involution. We shall illustrate by working 11(c) in detail.

24. Equations of the transformation. The coordinates of a point 0(z) on

rt are given by (2)
Xi = Zi(\, p) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4),

but the pencil of surfaces \F3\ :n is written

(25) mF(x) - lF'(x) = 0,

where p<pi(l, m) —~r\ct>2(l, m) =0, the <fn(l, m) being homogeneous forms of de-

gree k in (I, m). Proceeding exactly as before the equations of the trans-

formation are found to be

(26) hu+b'- Xi = yiR2ik+t - ZiMi2k+b (i = I, 2, 3, 4),

where

(27) R2ik+i = mF(y, z) - lF'(y, z), Mï2k+6 = mF(z, y) - lF'(z, y),

and l/m=F(y)/F'(y), \/p = (bi(l, m)/4>2(l, m). Mi2k+t, = 0 is the equation of'

the surface of invariant points.

25. Images of the fundamental elements. Associated with a point 0 on r4

are k surfaces F3. In the tangent plane of each P3 at O lies a C3 :02 which is the

image of O. Thus 0~kC3 : O2. As O describes r4 the kC3 :02 generate the sur-

face Ruk+x- The point O is invariant in two directions in each tangent plane,
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hence each of the k tangent planes is the common tangent plane of two sheets

of Riik+i and Mx2k+i along r4.

The image of O which lies on the bisecants of r4 is a Cbk+X:02k+1 which

lies on the cubic cone K3 with vertex O standing on rit cuts each generator in

k points and has 2£ + l branches through O. As O describes r4 the Cik+x:02k+l

generates a surface i?i8'jt+3. There are 2£ + l sheets of i?i8'*+3 which are tangent

respectively to 2& + 1 sheets of Mi2k+¡¡ along r4.

The locus of the k points common to Cik+i and kC3 is a curve ôiojt+i which

lies on both i?24*+4 and i?i8'*+3.

The image of a point P on y¡ is a C8*+i : F4*+1 which lies on the quartic

cone K~i with vertex P standing on r4. As P describes 75 the C8*+i generates a

surface r3o*+5. There are 4k + l sheets of T3ok+s which are tangent respectively

to 4¿+1 sheets of Mnt+s along 75.

26. Determination of the parasitic lines. The map of the cubic surface on

a plane is the same as in §3, hence on any F3 are two lines A, ten lines B, and

ten lines C. However, the number of coincidences is different.

Given point O on r4 there are two lines A on each of the k associated sur-

faces F3. Each line meets r4 in three points, hence 6k points K. Conversely,

given a point K there is one line A, the trisecant of r4 through K. This line

determines one point O. There is a (1, 6k) correspondence between the points

O and K, hence l+6¿ coincidences. There are 1+6& parasitic lines of type

A which are simple on S2lk+S, R2ik+i, Mx2k+i; double on Rx¿k+a; do not lie on

r3o¡c+5-

Similarly there are 5+20£ parasitic lines of type B which are simple on all

the surfaces S2ik+s, Ruh+i, MX2k+i, Rxik+3, r3o*+5; and 5 + 10¿ parasitic lines

of type C which are simple on S2ik+S, R2ik+i, Mx2k+b, double on r30*+6, do not

lie on i?i8fc+3.

27. Table of images. We have the following table:

1 24*+6     4 '5        V /b'

4 244+4     4 5        V > rt,

+ Kn+a:rî+l+2ty°ï{5 + 20^(1 + 6^;

\~ r,n^:'!0*+6<^10*+1(5 + 20*)«(5 +10%2;0 30&+D       4 5

M       :r4t+i-:2<74*+i(ll + 36%.
12fc+6     4 6        v /ö

The Jacobian is 74(24¿+4) =R2\k+4 Riók+a r3o*+5.

Cornell University,
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